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Network Address Translation, Internet Security,
and the Private Internet Exchange

Intemet Address Depletion
The combination of explosive growth in TCPIIP networking and the long-standing practice

of assigning globally unique IF addresses to all hosts on TCPIIP networks has resulted in rapid
depletion of the available IF address space. Since a unique address is required for each host con
ne::ted to the global Internet. this presents a serious problem for new enterprise connections. The
lP: next generation (lPng) area of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is currently consid
ering proposals for a long-Ienn solution. However. the process of selecting the new standard.
managing the transition. and finally achieving ubiquitous implementation will take several years.
if indeed it can be accomplished at all. "Given the potential proliferation of network address
translation devices, it is not clear that IPng will secure sufficient following to altain market
viability." I In the meantime, three primary strategies have emerged for maximizing the longevity
of the current IF standard.

Address Allocation GuideUnes and Private lntemets
The traditional method of Internet address alJocation split the address space into three

classes of networks based on the number of hosts within them. For convenience. address classes
were divided on 8-bit boundaries. allowing roughly 250 hosts on a Class C network. 64.000 on a
Class B, and 16 million on a Class A. UnfortUnately. this lack of granularity does nOI reflect the
realities of enterprise networking. Many organizations have networks which fall somewhere
betwe.en the Class C and B magnitudes. A network manager with 4.000 hosts. for example. faces
the dilemma of using 16 Class C registrations or 1116 of a Class B.

Because of the underutilization of address space within assigned Class B addresses. they are
now nearly impossible to get. The Internet Registry will assign blocks of multiple Class C
addresses to applicants who do not meet the IR requirements for a Class B allocation. which
include a minimum of 4.096 hosts and the submission of a delailed network plan.

The resaictions in allocation of Class B network numbers ma)' cause some organizations to
expend additional resources to utilize multiple Class C numbers. This is unfonunate. but
inevitable if we implemenc strategies to control the assignment of Class B addresses. The intent
of these guidelines is to balance these COSlS for the greater good of the Internet.2

Organizations have historically been assigned globally unique IF network addresses regard
less of their intent to connect their private network to the Internet. Even those which do join the
Internet usually only allow Internet access to a small percentage of the hosts on their leaf domain.
The ratio of hosts with direct Internet access to hosts without such connectivity is typically
between I: 1,000 and I:10.000 in large corporate networks.3 The use of registered. globally
unique IP addresses for such large numbers of hosts which don't need them has funher exacer
bated the address depletion problem.

Recently. the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority reserved three blocks of the address
space for use by private networks: one Class A. 16 Class B. and 2SS Class C network numbers.
These addresses may be used on the enterprise LAN for hosts that will never have direct IF con
nectivity with external hosts. But in real world enterprise networks, hosts fall naturally into three
categories, not the "a/ways/never connected to the Internet" dichotomy implied by RFC 1597.4
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Categories or Com:iectiYity
Level Ezamples

Always Email. FTP, World-Wide Web servers
Sometimes User's workstation or PC
Never SCCUR hosts. corporate database servers

The private network addressing scenario laid out in RFC 1597 relegates the connectivity
needs of this middle category of hosts to "application layer relays", otherwise known as proxy
servers. Demand· from end users for the direct Internet connectivity they need to run World-Wide
Web browsers on their desktops is growing daily. but the deployment of proxy servers to meet this
need will add yet another layer of complexity (along with potential maintenance and administra
tive headaches) to the network.

Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)
CIDR, as described in a series of Internet RFCst • is primarily aimed at increasing the effi

ciency (and reducing the size) of the Internet routing tables. This is being accomplished by a pol
icy of allocating II' addresses in a way which allows routing infonnation for muhiple networks to
be aggregated into a single routing table entry. Internet service providers are now being assigned
contiguous blocks of the Class C address space. which are in tum reallocated to their new cus
tomers. The incorporation of variable-length netmask information into the routing protocols
makes it possible for these multiple Class C networks to be served by a single routing table entry
on the Internet. The designation of this mechanism as classless comes from the fact that it enables
routing at intermediate levels between the traditional 8-bit boundaries of IP network classes.

One unfonunate side-effect of Classless Inter-Domain Routing is that, in order to maximize
its effectiveness. existing domains may need to be renumbered. This will incur a high administra
tive cost for the networks involved.

Network Address Translation (NAT)

The third (and most easily deployable) strategy for alleviating II' address depletion is Net
work Address Translation.S NAT is based on the concept of address reuse by private networks.
and operates by mapping the reusable IP addresses of the leaf domain to the globally unique ones
required for communication with hosts on other networks. It would be difficuh indeed to take full
advantage of reusable addresses on a private network without employing NAT functionality.

It is also unlikely that many network managers will voluntarily incur the expense of renum
bering their networks. as will eventually be necessary for full deployment of CIDR. The insertion
of a Network Address Translator at the Internet connection point makes this a one-step operation,
eliminating the need to visit each host on the corporate LAN to change its IP address.

Network Address Translation dovetails with both reusable addressing and CIDR. simplify
ing or eliminllling many of the obstacles associated with the deployment of these initiatives. But
NAT also provides simple solutions for a number of other network management problems.

Private Intemet EzchaDge (PIX)
Network Transllllion. Inc., introduced the Private Internet Exchange, the first commercially

available implementation of Network Address Translation. in lllle 1994. Since that time. a number
of Internet Firewall vendors have introduced s~alled "address transllllion'· feaNres in their
UNIX-based software products. To date. none of these do genuine RFC 1631 translation, relying
instead on a scheme which maps connections to high-numbered ports on the firewall's single visi
ble IP host address.

t RFC 1467. RFC 1481. RFC 1517. RFC ISI8. RFC 1519. and RFC 1520
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The Private Internet Exchange. which incorporates firewall and proxy server functionality
along with its address translation mission. comes in a standard 19-inch rack-mountable package
and is equipped with two Ethernet pons. In a typical installation. the inside (local) pon is con
nected to the private network and the outside (global) pon connects the PIX to the DMZ segment
where the Internet router resides. Configuration is accomplished with the familiar ifconftg and
route commands for each network interface. A global command specifies the vinual network
number to which private host lP addresses will be mapped. The PIX broadcasts a default route to
the inside network and provides proxy ARP within the DMZ segment for hosts on the inside net
work.

Dynamic Address Allocation

Mapping between local and global addresses is done dynamically. An Internet-bound
packet sent by a host on the inside network follows default routes to the inside interface of the
Private Internet Exchange. Upon receipt of the outbound packet. the source address is extracted
and compared to an internal table of existing translations. If the inside host's address does not
appear in the translation table. a new entry is created for that host. assigning a globally unique IP
number from the pool of available addresses. The actual translation is accomplished by changing
the source address of the packet to this "legal" address. Since the differences between the origi
nal and translated versions of the packet are known, the checksums are efficiently updated with a
simple adjustment rather than complete recalculation. After a user-configurable timeout period
during which there have been no translated packets for a particular address mapping. the entry is
removed and the global address is freed for use by another inside host.

As mentioned above. the number of hosts needing Internet connectivity from inside the cor
porate firewall is generally a very small percentage of the domain. But even fewer of them will
require access simultaneously. Dynamic address allocation as implemented in the PIX efficiently
leverages a relatively small registered address space to serve the Internet connectivity needs of a
much larger user population. In the course of expanding the private network. Internet access is
available to the new hosts without reconfiguration.

Adaptive Application Security
Dynamic address translation is only enabled for connections initiated from the inside net

work. and is pon-specific. The translation for an outbound H1TP connection from a World-Wide
Web client, for example. would only forward packets from the the external Web server which
were destined for pon 80 of the client machine. In the case of FTP. which uses an ephemeral pon
for its data connection. the PIX takes note of the pon number passively opened by the client's
request and will only allow inbound FTP data for sessions which were initiated from inside the
private network.

This level of selectivity is enabled by retaining state information for each TCP connection
established through the Private Internet Exchange. A table containing the destination address,
pon numbers. sequencing information. byte counts, and internal ftags for each Tep connection
associated with a particular host address translation is maintained for the life of the translation
entry. Inbound packets are compared against enDies in me connection table and are pennitted
through the PIX only if an appropriate connection exists to validate their passage.

Thus, the Private Internet Exchange provides the functionality of a proxy server without the
extra administrative overhead and without the need for special client software. Typical proxy
servers run at the user level on a multi-user operating system and operate by copying data
between separate TCP connections. The PIX operates on the packets directly. resulting in much
higher perfonnance.
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Static Translations and Conduits
Unlike clients, internal hosts acting as Internet servers (email. anonymous FTP, World-Wide

Web, etc.) require a predictable registered address and a different access policy. The Private Inter
net Exchange offers static translations which hard-wire an internal address to a specific global
address. and do not time out. Static: translations default to a "wide open" state. allowing any host
on the Internet to connect to any pon on the inside server. but security criteria for each conduit
may be enforced via a mechanism similar to that of a packet-filtering router:

Protocol TCP or UDP
IP address Remote hosts/networks permined access
NetmtUlc Applied to the above IP address
Port IP pon number for which access is allowed

Once conduits are created for a static translation. all connections not specifically allowed
are denied. These disallowed packets are silently dropped (from the intruder's perspective) and
logged for postmonem by the systems administrator.

Sequence Number Randomization
The technique of IP address spoofing has been well-known since it was first described by

Roben T. Morris in 1985.6 Recently a rash of such anacks on the Internet precipitated a Security
Advisory from CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team).7 Essentially, spoofing IP
addresses requires the ability to guess the sequence numbers of TCP packets. Most TCPIIP imple
mentations use a simple additive algorithm for incrementing sequence numbers. making it a triv
ial maner for an intruder to guess the next number in a connection (from even a single intercepted
packet) and subsequently hijack that session. The Private Internet Exchange makes the process of
guessing TCP sequence numbers extremely difficult, if not impossible. by using a randomizing
algorithm for their generation.

Logging
Using the standard Berkeley syslog mechanism. The Private Internet Exchange is capable of

logging extensive security and administrative infonnation to a designated host:' -

Private lDtemet Exc_le SysJOI Messqes
CQt~80')' Logged Ev~nts

System Console togins and logouts. PIX reboots
Resourcc Exhaustion of connection and/or translation slots
Accounting Bytes uansfcrTed. II' addresses and ports
Sec:wity TCP connections rejected and UDP packets dropped

These syslog messages enable detailed monitoring of anempted security violations and net
work resource usage.

Summary
Going far beyond the address translation device originally described in RFC 1631. the Pri

vate Internet Exchange offers a number of unique advantages:

• Greater security and bener performance than proxy servers, without requiring special
"proxy-enabled" client software

• Transparent Internet access for end users
• Concealment of Internal network architecture from the outside world. except for those

hosts explicitly allowed
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• Fine-grained control of internal server access
• Firewall functionality without the administrative overhead and security risks associated

with UNIX-based systems
• Rapid Internet connection of existing unregistered networks, without changing individual

host IP addresses
• Unparalleled flexibility in network design: any combination of address class, subnening,

address reuse, etc.
The PIX is a versatile and powerful new tool for the network administrator's arsenal.
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